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This user guide was created to help you get the most out of your Amino Labs experience. Even if you are familiar 
with genetic engineering, science or other Amino Labs™ products, please take the necessary time to read through 
this guide. This will ensure you practice safe science as well as store, use, and get the most out of your kit. It will 
also let you know what to do in case of a spill or accident. 

In the first section, you will learn about your kit's components, how to store them before and during your experi-
ment, as well as a few tips on activities to complete before you get your hands wet. The second section is proce-
dural -- these are the step by step instructions on how to run your experiment. Make sure to follow for best success! 
The third section covers "what's next";  how to keep, store or dispose of any leftover ingredients and general clean 
up instructions. The final section is there to help you -- a glossary, troubleshooting, and our contact information. 

Amino Labs is excited to welcome you to the world of the genetic engineering and DNA technology with our Zero 
to Genetic Engineering Hero™ journey, the PCR-it Kit™ and all our easy-to-use, easy-to-succeed at products!

Following this guide will help ensure that you are getting the most out of your current and future experiences to keep 
on making new creations with DNA.  Have fun!

Welcome! Let's get started
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Practicing safe science
Genetic engineering and life sciences are safe activities 
when you follow simple guidelines. Read on to ensure you 
adopt safe practices. 

The kit in your hands contains only non-pathogenic ingre-
dients. These are part of the biosafety Risk Group 1 (RG1) 
(Biosafety Level 1). This is the most benign level and there-
fore the safest: with these kits, no special containment or 
training is required in North America. But you must follow 
these safety guidelines for your safety and the success of 
your experiment(s)!

We recommend the system and kits for ages 12+, under 
adult supervision, and 14+ with or without supervision.   
We recommend that an adult empties the discard contain-
er.  The cleaning instructions must be strictly followed for 
safety and experiment success. Make sure to store the kit 
per the instructions found in this booklet. 

• Do not eat or drink near your experiments. Keep your 
experiment at least 10 feet from food, drinks, etc. Under 
no circumstances should you eat any of the kit’s content.   

• Immunocompromised persons: While the ingredients in 
these kits are non-pathogenic, some persons, such as 
immunocompromised persons, can be affected by large 
numbers of bacteria and should talk to their doctor be-
fore doing any experiment.

• Wash your hands before and after manipulating your ex-
periment, or the hardware. 

• Wear gloves, even when cleaning your station or han-
dling the kit contents (petri plates, loops, etc). This will 
protect you from your experiment, and your experiment 
from you. Any latex, nitrile, or general purpose gloves 
you can find at the pharmacy will do. After you put your 
gloves on, be aware of what you touch. Try not to touch 
your face or scratch itches with your gloved hands!

• If using the DNA PlaygroundTM, PCR machine, Gel elec-
trophoresis system place them on stable work surface. 
Keep it level at all times. 

• Clean up your station, spills and work surface before 
and after use. Use a 10% solution of chlorinated bleach 
generously sprayed onto a paper towel and rub onto any 
contaminated surfaces. (Careful! This can discolor your 
clothes). A chlorinated spray cleaner also works.

• Find a container to hold the inactivation bag where you 
will discard used items. An old 1L yogurt container, large 
plastic cup or the like will do. Used items (in science, 
these are often called consumables) will be loops, tubes 
or used petri dish.

• Eye-wear is not provided but can be worn.

You can download a biosafety poster for your space from 
www.amino.bio/biosafetyinaction and complete a short 
safety quiz at www.amino.bio/biosafety-quiz

If you would like to do a short Online lab safety course for 
your edification, we recommend a Government of Canada 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1771/6253/files/Biosafety_in_Action.pdf?1549336691869976765
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This Agarose Gel Making kit has everything you need to cast 8 agarose gels while learning about the principles 
of gel electrophoresis. While this kit does not contain any DNA for you to run in your gels, it will explain how to 
do so using DNA fragments you’ve created with our PCR-it Kit or other experiments you completed in your lab. 

If you are looking for a full experiment kit that includes DNA fragments or dyes to practice running gels, have a 
look at all our gel kits here: Explore the gel electrophoresis experiments kits

Discover the Agarose Gel making KitTM 

For a better shelf life and successful experiments, place your PCR-it Kit™ in 
a standard refrigerator at around 4°C. 

If your refrigerator is not a science-only refrigerator, we recommend placing your 
science experiments inside a sealed plastic container before placing them in the 
refrigerator, especially once your kit is open.

Do Not Freeze your kit! 

Unpacking and storing kits
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All materials in the Gel Making kit are shared materials:

• RedSafe: a fluorescent dye that is commonly used as a safer and more sensitive alternative to traditional DNA 
stains, such as ethidium bromide, in gel electrophoresis. It binds specifically to DNA and emits bright red fluores-
cence under UV light, allowing for the visualization of DNA bands in the gel. This kit includes enough redsafe for 8 
agarose gels.

• Gel storing bag: cast gels can be stored for up to 48 hours before use when placed in this bag and in the refrigeretor. 

• agarose powder: Agarose powder is a substance made from seaweed that is used in gel electrophoresis to sepa-
rate DNA fragments. It forms a gel-like substance that allows the DNA fragments to be separated based on their 
size and charge.

• concentrated electrophoresis buffer (25x TAE): a concentrated buffer solution also used when casting (making) 
the agarose gels.

• Optional: “Agarose gel making“ Beaker or bottle: used to mix the buffer, water and agarose powder needed to cast 
a gel. Microwave safe. 

• Optional: Gel Tank Fill Kit This tank fill kit can make one liter of 1x TAE which should fill most electrophoresis tank

• Empty 500 mL TAE buffer mixing bottle: you will use this buffer to dilute and mix your 25x TAE.
• 25x TAE: a concentrated buffer solution used in gel electrophoresis tanks to create an optimal environment 

for the separation of DNA fragments. The solution contains Tris-acetate and EDTA, which help to maintain 
a stable pH and prevent degradation of the DNA during the electrophoresis process. Packaged in either 2x 
tubes of 20 mL or 1x tube of 40 mL 

Kit components
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Disposable container 
500ml-1L 
to hold tubes and other 
contaminated waste: 1 per 
station 
 

Latex or nitrile gloves 
like the ones found at a 
pharmacy. 1 pairs/student 
if students

. 

Chlorinated bleach spray 
1 to share in the classroom 
(or you can mix a 10% 
solution: 1 part bleach to 
9 parts water in a spray 
bottle)

Bleach ~500 mL
to inactivate all the experi-
ment materials at the end of 
the experiment. 

Necessary equipment

Necessary safety supplies

Equipment/Supplies required (not included in this kit): 

• DNA gel electrophoresis tank: 1 per class or 1 per lab group
• Power supply for electrophoresis:  1 per class or 1 per lab group
• Agarose gel casts and combs: This kit can make 8 agarose gels. If you have 8 casts and combs (6 to 8 teeth), great! If not, the 

kit supplies allow the class to make 4 gels at a time. If you have 4 casts and comb, seperate the class in two and have them work one 
group first then the next once the gels are solid and can be taken out of the combs. If you have less than 4 casts and combs, students 
will create the molten agarose for 4 gels, but pour one gel at a time, let it solidify in the cast, while the rest stays in the mixing bottle 
or beaker. Once the gel is set, remove it and place it in the gel storing bag. Then, microwave the remaing gel in the bottle or beaker 
until liquid, pour the next gel and repeat until all the gels are poured. Students can alternate who microwaves and pours the gel so 
that everyone gets a chance. 

• Distiled water: 1 Litre for the class
• Microwave: 1 for the class

• 1 Amino Labs Agarose Gel Electrophoresis Kit or 1 agarose gel per lab group and matching buffer for your gel tank. 

• Micropipette (P10): 1 box per lab group
• Pipette tips (P10): 1 box per lab group is ideal, but 1 box/class is enough tips to for the experiment. 
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This Agarose gel making kit will is made up of 5 hands-on activities that can take place over 1 half day 
or 3 class periods. 

1. Casting your gel
Day 1, 20 minutes

2.  Preparing your gel electrophoresis tank and 
adding your gel 
Day 1 or 2, 5 minutes

3. Loading your agarose gel with samples 
Day 1 or 2, 5 minutes

4. Running your agarose gel
Day 1 or 2, 40 minutes

5. Analysing your agarose gel 
Day 1, 2 or 3, 15 minutes

Optional
Bioinformatics activity: Analyzing your gel 
Generally measuring DNA requires expensive 
equipment that classrooms don’t have. Use soft-
ware to get a good estimation of the amount of 
DNA in an  agarose gel

Timeline
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Amino Labs has many resources that should be used by your students before they complete the hands-on 
experiment to maximize their understanding and success. These pre-labs are meant to ensure your students 
know, understand, and complete all the experiment steps. Completing the pre-labs also minimizes the num-
ber of questions your students will have during the hands-on experiment. 

1. Pipette-it Kit: Learn to pipette like a pro
Get the Kit   or use your own supplies to follow the activity instructions

If your students are new to pipetting, this easy exercise can be done with or without the Amino Labs Pipette-it Kit. To 
complete the practice exercise, you will need pipettes, pipette tips, empty 0.5 and 1.5 mL tubes, water, and a scale.

2. Intro to gel electrophoresis slides and quiz
See the slides
Have the students complete the quiz

If your students are new to gel electrophoresis, we have an intro presentation (google slides) that you can use to  help 
familiarize the students with the concept. Once done, we have a simple online quiz  to help make sure your students 
are gel electrophoresis pros! 

Recommended pre-labs

https://amino.bio/products/pipette-it-kit-learn-to-pipette-like-a-pro
https://amino.bio/pages/intro-to-pipetting
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YOTLG3g7K5svFMCVMst5w6ZxF3aRkfEwHMq40ok2Cv0/edit?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/9T4iRY6gBbWVNhVe9
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0. Prepare your classroom space
Goal  Set yourself up for success. 

Materials from your kit                                  Materials not in your kit
All the materials from your kit. Discard container (1 per table) 

Gloves (1 pair per student)
Chlorinated bleach spray or wipes
Paper towels

P10 pipettes and tips
Gel electrophoresis tank and power
Gel casts and comb
1L distilled water

Make sure the class has access to a microwave before starting as they will need this to make their gels.

Note: Students will mix and cast (pour) 4 gels at a time. In the kit, you have enough supplies to make 8 gels. 
Divide your class in 2 sections and have the first group cast the first 4 gels, then have the second group cast the 
next 4 gels. If you do not have 4 gel casts and combs, students can pour one gel at a time, let it solidify in the 
cast, while the rest stays in the mixing bottle or beaker. Once the gel is set, remove it and place it in the gel stor-
ing bag. Then, microwave the remaing gel in the bottle or beaker until liquid, pour the next gel and repeat until all 
the gels are poured. Students can alternate who microwaves and pours the gel so that everyone gets a chance. 

0.0 Have students download/print the manual and read through Practicing safe science, the experiment protocol 
and the Glossary pages.  

0.1 Set your gel electrophoresis tank and power supply near the students work stations. Make sure the equip-
ment is level and on a stable surface. Refer to the instruction manual to make sure you know how to use your 
equipment safely. 

0.2 Keep the shared materials in a common area so all students can access it when needed. Set a discard con-
tainer and your P10 pipette with a tip box on your work station(s). You can use chlorinated bleach spray, wipes 
or 10% bleach solution.

0.3 Ask the student to use the discard container to dispose of:      • any used pipette tips, 
         • all empty tubes,

Paper, plastic packaging and gloves should be disposed in the regular garbage or recycling bin. After each day’s 
experiment or at the end of the entire experiment, have students pour the content of their discard container into 
an inactivation bag (in the shared materials bag). Follow the instructions at the end of the manual to inactivate.  

0.4 Ask the students to put on their gloves. 

0.5 After the students complete the experiment, follow the Storage, discard & clean up procedures with them. 

Marker

Chlorinated
Cleaner

Inactivation Bag
Marker

Chlorinated
Cleaner

Inactivation Bag

Teacher Experiment Setup
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1. Prepare your agarose gels  Day 1, 10 + 30 minutes wait for gel to solidy

Goal  Prepare an agarose gel.
 
Shared Materials 
Agarose powder
Tube with 4 mL 25x TAE
RedSafe
Gel storage bag
Beaker or mixing bottle

Other materials
Distilled water
Microwave
4 Gel cast and comb (6 -8 teeth) 

Prepare
1.1 With one tube of agarose powder and one tube of 4 mL of 25X TAE buffer, you will create 100 mL of molten 
agarose, enough to make 4 agarose gels (~20 to 25 mL of molten agarose per gel). Practice your teamwork to 
make sure everyone participates in the creation of the gels!

Set up your agarose gel cast and comb:
1.2 Start by assembling the cast and comb that you will set your agarose gel in. Gel casts differ by company, but 
they all have a similar principle: gel casts are a container that you pour your molten agarose into so that it can  
cool down and solidify into the desired shape. Generally, the cast is made up of a plastic tray and 2 stoppers, of-
ten rubbers, to cap the ends of the tray so it can hold the molten liquid. Assemble the plastic tray and stoppers to 
form a rectangle that the molten agarose will be poured into. Refer to your gel tank instructions if you need help. 

1.3 To be able to add your DNA or samples in the gel, you will need to set some indents in it. These indents or 
holes are called wells. To make these wells, you will set a comb in the gel cast. The gel cast will typically have 
small slots on the sides to help guide you where to put the comb. Once your cast and comb are assembled and 
you’ve placed them on a flat and stable surface, you can move on to the next step!

Dilute the TAE buffer for the agarose gel
Making an agarose gel is similare to something you’ve done many times in the Genetic Engineering Hero journey, 
making LB agar. An important difference is you use a water buffer instead of just water. You might recall from 
chemistry class, a buffer is one or more molecules that have the ability to keep the pH (acidity or alkalinity) of a 
liquid stable. This helps to control the chemistry of the solution you are experimenting with.

1.4 Get the Agarose Gel making bottle or beaker from your kit, or any clean, microwave-safe 250 mL container. 
Add 96 mL of distilled water to the container. If you don’t have a precise measuring tool, get as close as possible.

1.5 Get the red-top tube with 4 mL tube of concentrated 25x TAE buffer. The 25x means that the concentration 
of the TAE is 25 times higher than you need for your experiment, so you dilute it in water to get 1x concentration, 
which is the concentration you want. Add the 4 mL 25x TAE to the bottle. Swirl for 5 seconds to mix.

Student’s Experiment Protocol
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Add the agarose powder 
Agarose is a refined sugar polymer that comes from agar! It is also used to create a gel, but it is purer than agar.

1.5 Take the tube of white powder that says agarose and pour it into your 1x TAE buffer in your mixing container. 
Gently swirl to mix the powder.

Make the molten agarose
1.6  Place your containter in the microwave. If you are using a bottle, make sure the lid is loosely set on top. 

1.7 Start your microwave with 1 minute on the timer. You will see boiling happen at around 45 seconds, but allow 
it to keep boiling until the minute is over. Compared to LB agar, agarose does not boil over very often.

1.8 Gently swirl the container for 5 seconds and microwave for another 15 seconds. Be careful, it will be hot!

1.9 Repeat gently swirling the the container for 5 seconds and microwave for another 15 seconds. Your agarose 
should now be dissolved. If it looks cloudy, you can keep microwaving and swirling it. 

Note: If you notice that some of the “bubbles”in your agarose do not act like normal bubbles in rising to the sur-
face, that means they are not bubbles but are undisolved agarose. Be sure to keep microwaving and swirling the 
agarose until these dissapear and your agarose is clear. 

1.10 Add 4 uL of RedSafe from the tube and gently swirl for 5 seconds to mix. RedSafe is a fluorescent dye that 
lets you see the DNA ** Do not forget this step or you will not see your DNA! ** 

Cast the gel(s)
1.10 A standard gel requires 20 mL of molten agarose. You can measure 20-25 mL of your agarose and pour it 
into you cast or you can simply pour molten agarose into your cast until it is near the top (2-3 mm below the top).

Note: If you are in a group and have many gel casts, set them all up in advance so you can pour up to four with the 
100 mL molten agarose you just created. If you do not have other casts you can leave the remainder in the con-
tainer to microwave later on when you are ready to pour another gel. Keep your gel making containers for reuse.

Let the gel(s) set
1.11 Allow your molten agarose to cool and solidify. The timing will depend on the temperature and humidity of 
your lab, but is typically around 15-30 minutes. You know your gel is set if it turns slightly white and is quite solid.
 
1.12 Once your agarose gel is set you can immediately move on to putting it into the electrophoresis tank on 
the next page, or you can store the gel in the gel storage bag and place it in the refrigerator for up to 48 hours. 

1.13 If your classmates need to use the gel cast and stoppers, you will want to carefully remove the stoppers 
first, Note that sometimes the agarose gel can stick to the end caps and if you pull to fast the gel can rip. If this 
happens its game-over and you need to cast a new one! Carefully remove the comb from the gel if it is needed, 
and gently slide the gel off the plastic tray. If you don’t need to reuse the gel casts and comb,  tou can store your 
gel with still inside of it, with the comb.
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2. Preparing your gel tank and adding your gel  Day 1 or 2, 5 minutes

Goal  Preapre an agarose gel tank to run gel electrophoresis.
 
Materials from your kit
Gel tank fill kit or your own TAE tank buffer
Your agarose gel

Other materials
500 mL of distilled water
Gel tank and power supply
Gel cast tray

Create 1x TAE buffer for the tank:
Get ready by filling your electrophoresis tank with 1x TAE buffer. If you have the Gel Tank Fill Kit, you’ll find a large 
bottle for mixing your TAE tank buffer.  

2.1 Pour 20 mL of concentrated 25x TAE into the large bottle

2.2 Add distilled water until the volume reaches 500 mL. Put the lid on and gently swirl for 5 seconds.

You now have 1x TAE buffer ready to pour into your gel electrophoresis tank. Don’t pour it yet, because placing 
your gel in the tank first will help you to know exactly how much 1x TAE buffer to add. 

Prepare your agarose gel for going into the tank:
2.3 Get your newly cast gel, or your refrigerated gel.

2.4 If you have not done it yet, carefully remove the caps from the gel cast tray. Note that sometimes the agarose 
gel can stick to the end caps and if you pull to fast the gel can rip. If this happens you need to cast a new one!

2.5 Carefully remove the comb from the gel. When this step is complete you should see small indentations in the 
gel, called wells. These are where your samples will be loaded. 

2.6 Place your gel, keeping it in the gel casting tray, in the electrophoresis tank. Most modern electrophoresis 
systems only allow you to place the gel in one orientation. However, if you can put it in two directions you want 
the wells closest to the (-) electrode with black wires and furthest from the (+) electrode with red wires.

2.7 Get the 1x TAE buffer you made earlier and pour it into the tank. You want to barely submerge the gel in 1x 
TAE buffer. If one bottle of 1x TAE buffer is not enough, you have 20 mL of 25X TAE left in your Gel Tank fill kit 
to create more following the instructions above. Once the gel is just barely submerged in 1x TAE you should see 
the TAE enter into the wells. You are now ready to load your samples. 
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3. Loading your samples in the gel Day 1 or 2,10 minutes

Goal  Add your samples to the gel
 
Materials from your kit
Gel in TAE buffer in the tank
1 kb ladder (optional)

Other Materials 
P10 pipette and tips
DNA or samples you want to run in the gel

Prepare
3.1 Use a lab notebook to plan which sample will go in which lane of your gel. You can’t write on the gel, so you 
need to prepare accordningly! Typically, the first well of a gel will be kept for the ladder, if you are using one. 

Loading your samples in the gel
Choosing the correct micropipette, you will add the specified amount of your sample in the agarose gel wells, 
usually 10 uL is a good quantity to add. 

3.1 To add the samples, you want to have the tip of the pipette just barely in the well so that as your dispense 
the liquid will gently fall down into the well. This is the most difficult part of gel electrophoresis, but you can do 
it! It simply requires some practice

Tip #1: Ask a labmate to stand perpendicular to the wells so they can guide you as you insert the pipette tip in the 
well. An extra set of eyes can help out a lot! It can help you get context during your first attempts at loading a gel. 

Tip #2: In general you don’t want to wait more than 10 minutes from the start of loading your samples to starting 
to run your gel. This is because while the samples fell to the bottom of the well when you initially loaded them, 
they will slowly mix with the TAE buffer in the tank and can start to diffuse out. Don’t rush yourself where you 
make mistakes, but don’t take too much time! You can use this general time limit when planning your experi-
ments - don’t plan to load 50 samples into a gel when you know that will take you 20-30 minutes to do so, you’d 
be setting yourself up for failure.

Tip #3: Don’t move or shake the gel tank. If the 1x TAE buffer moves back and forth over the wells, it will start 
mixing with your samples and they will leave the wells to mix into the tank. Your samples would be lost! Keep 
the tank stationary.
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4. Running agarose gel electrophoresis Day 1 or 2, ~40 minutes

Goal  Power on the gel tank to let the samples move through the gel 
 
Materials from your kit
Gel with samples in TAE buffer in the tank

Other Materials 

Prepare
4.1 Put the electrophoresis tank lid on, making sure the red wire and black wire are in their correct positions. 
Modern tanks are usually designed so the lid can only go on in one orientation. 

Power the tank
4.2 Turn on your power supply and set it to a voltage between 80-150 volts. Generally, a good spot is around 100 
V for agarose gels. If you go too high the gel will heat up too much and your samples will look much more blurry 
than if you run at a lower voltage. If your electrophoresis system can handle 100 V, start with that. 

4.3 In general, it will take 45-60 minutes to run a gel at 100 V. However, this is dependent on the samples you are 
running. Keep an eye on the samples themselves and once they are within 1 cm of the bottom of the gel, you can 
turn off the power supply and remove the gel.
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4. Analyze your gel Day 1 2, or 3, 10 minutes

Goal  Visualyze your gel and analyze your resutls
 
Materials from your kit
Gel after running it

Other Materials 
Visualizer or blacklight
Camera/phone camera 

Take a picture of your gel
4.1 There are many different kinds of electrophoresis tanks, some modern units enable you to take images of 
the gel while it is inside the tank. 

If your tank does not have a built-in visualizer,  remove the gel, still in the cast tray, from the tank and tilt the gel 
towards the tank to remove excess liquid from either end. Be careful not to let the gel slip away into the tank! 
You can use  a paper towel can be used to “dab” remaining liquid from the ends and to dry the bottom of the tray.

4.2 TAE buffer is not toxic in low amounts, so the gel in the cast tray can be placed on a bench top for taking 
pictures. If any liquid remains after taking the picture, simply wipe it with a paper towel. If your samples had a 
fluorescent dye, use a visualizer or blacklight to illuminate the bands in the gel as you take your photograph. Turn 
off the lights in the room if its very bright! 

4.3 You can adjust your photo using a photo app so you can see the bands better. 

4.4 The gel can be disposed of in the general garbage and the tray can be put back in storage. You can rinse the 
tray, ideally with distilled water or RO water, but you can also use tap water and gently dab it dry. 
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Optional Bioinformatics Activity:
Analyzing DNA bands in a gel using software
Goal  Use software to get a good estimation of the amount of DNA in agarose gel electrophoresis bands 

You will need:
Computer with internet access
Fiji software (free)

 
 

Prepare
2.1 Install the Fiji software on your computer by going to https://fiji.sc/
If you need, you can watch how to download and install the software using their tutorial video.

Watch the video & complete the exercise
2.2 Go to this youtube link: Amino Labs Bioinformatics: Analyzing DNA Bands with FIJI and watch the video to follow-along to complete the exercise. 

https://fiji.sc/
https://fiji.sc/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkWEGDczSrk
https://youtu.be/5KEsmIRfAhE
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After everyone sees their results, all experiment materials including gels, tubes, and pipette tips should be in the discard con-
tainers. Disposing of experiment materials is an integral part of the experiment. Always wear gloves for cleanup! 

A. Reusable materials: If you have DNA, primers, loading dye, ladders, ultra water it can last up to 6 months when stored in a 
refrigerator. Make sure it has not been contaminated before you store it. For example if you reused a pipette tip when pipetting 
from one of these tubes, it may now be contaminated.  To store and keep these, place them in a ziploc bag inside a sealed 
plastic container in a refrigerator away from food items. If you do not wish to keep it, add to an inactivation bag. Make sure 
the lids are separate from the tubes so that the inactivating liquid can get inside. Follow the inactivation instructions below. 
If you are out of inactivation bags, use a sturdy ziploc type bag or disposable container with a lid. Always wear gloves when 
handling experiment materials and cleaners!

B. Unused ingredients: If you did not use all the mastermix tubes, store these for later use. Store them in their ziploc bag 
within a sealed container in the refrigerator for up to 6 months. 

C. Inactivation: Transfer the tubes, gels, samples and pipette tips in the discard containers to an inactivation bag. Paper pack-
aging, plastic bags, and gloves go in the regular garbage or recycling.

Make sure all the tubes have their lids off once in the inactivation bag and add a solution of 1 part bleach to 4 to 6 parts water 
to the inactivation bag. Close the bag and let sit for 24 to 48 hours before discarding the liquid in the toilet and the solids & 
bags in the garbage. Step-by-step instructions are on the inactivation bag and in an inactivation video on our youtube channel:  
youtube.com/AminoLabs. 

D. Clean the discard containers Spray some chlorinated bleach cleaner in the discard container(s) once emptied. Let it sit for 
an hour before wiping down. You can wait to wipe it down until you empty out your inactivation bags the next day. 

E. Clean your workspaces: Use a chlorinated spray cleaner, wipes, or a solution of 1 part chlorinated bleach to 9 parts water to 
wipe down your work area. If you have them, you can wipe down the DNA Playgrounds with this solution and follow it with an 
eyeglass or window cleaner to remove the inevitable streaking from the bleach cleaner. Never use rubbing alcohol (isopropyl 
alcohol) on the DNA Playgrounds. 

Storage, Disposal, Clean Up
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Glossary
1 kB Ladder: A 1 kB ladder is a mixture of DNA molecules of 
different sizes that can be used as a reference when deter-
mining the size of DNA samples.

6x gel loading dye:  a concentrated solution that is added to 
DNA or protein samples prior to loading them onto a gel for 
electrophoresis. The dye contains a tracking agent and a col-
or indicator, which allows researchers to monitor the prog-
ress of their samples during the electrophoresis process. 
The 6x concentration is stronger than regular gel loading dye, 
so it is typically used for samples that are difficult to see or 
need to be loaded in a smaller volume. The dye is usually di-
luted with water or buffer before use.

25x TAE: 25x TAE (Tris-Acetate-EDTA) is a concentrated buf-
fer solution used in gel electrophoresis to separate DNA frag-
ments based on their size. 

Agar: Agar is a gelatinous substance that is extracted from 
certain types of seaweed. It is commonly used in the labora-
tory as a growth medium for bacteria and other microorgan-
isms. When mixed with nutrients and allowed to cool, agar 
forms a solid gel that provides a stable environment for mi-
croorganisms to grow. Agar is a popular choice for microbi-
ologists because it is easy to work with and can be sterilized 
to prevent contamination. It is also relatively inert, meaning 
that it does not interfere with the growth of microorganisms 
or other cells.

Agar (LB): is a Jello-like substance that serves as a growth 
media for bacteria. It is mixed with bacteria’s favorite food: 
Lysogeny broth (LB). LB is made up of yeast, vitamins, and 
minerals. LB can also be found liquid-form.

Agarose: Agarose is a substance commonly used in molec-
ular biology research made from a type of seaweed called 
red algae. The seaweed is harvested and processed to ex-
tract the agarose, which is a type of carbohydrate called a 
polysaccharide. Polysaccharides are long chains of sugar 
molecules that are important in many biological processes. 
Agarose is used in many different types of experiments be-
cause it forms a gel-like substance when it is mixed with wa-
ter. This gel can be used as a medium for growing bacteria 
or other types of cells, but more often it is used to separate 
molecules based on their size in gel electrophoresis. 

Agar vs agarose: Agar and agarose are related substances 
both derived from red algae. However, they have slightly dif-
ferent properties and uses in the laboratory. Agar is a mix-
ture of various polysaccharides that is commonly used as 
a growth medium for bacteria and other microorganisms. It 
forms a solid gel when it is mixed with nutrients and allowed 
to cool, providing a stable environment for microorganisms 
to grow. Agarose, on the other hand, is a highly purified form 
of agar that is used primarily in molecular biology experi-
ments. It forms a gel when it is mixed with water and is used 
to separate DNA molecules based on their size. Overall, agar 
and agarose are both useful in the laboratory, but they are 
used for different purposes and have different properties.

Anabolic Pathway: A series of reactions that builds more 
complex macromolecules from smaller molecules. Remem-
ber this by thinking “add” for anabolic. 

Annealing: Annealing refers to the formation of a dou-
ble strand DNA molecule from two complementary single 
strands of DNA.
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Antibiotics: When you transform bacteria, they will become 
resistant to a type of antibiotics no longer used in hospitals. 
This antibiotic will be mixed in with the agar and LB so that, 
as you incubate your culture, only transformed bacteria will 
grow. This is called a “selection marker”.

Autoclave: An autoclave is a machine used to carry out indus-
trial and scientific processes requiring elevated temperature 
and pressure in relation to ambient pressure/temperature. In 
life science, autoclaves are used to sterilize equipment and 
supplies by subjecting them to pressurized saturated steam 
at high temperatures (around 250 °F) for several minutes, up 
to an hour. Autoclaves are similar to baby bottle sterilizers 
and pressure cookers.

Bioinformatics: an interdisciplinary field that combines biolo-
gy, computer science, and mathematics to analyze and inter-
pret biological data. It involves the development and applica-
tion of computational tools and algorithms to process, store, 
and analyze large amounts of biological data, such as DNA 
sequences, protein structures, and gene expression profiles. 
Bioinformatics plays a crucial role in many areas of biolog-
ical research, including genomics, proteomics, and systems 
biology. It is used to predict the functions of genes and pro-
teins, identify disease-causing mutations, design new drugs, 
and understand the evolution of species. Bioinformatics is 
an exciting and rapidly growing field that has revolutionized 
many aspects of modern biology and medicine.

Buffers: Buffers are solutions used to maintain a stable pH 
in a chemical or biological system. They help prevent large 
fluctuations in pH by absorbing excess acid or base. In the 
context of biology, buffers are used in many experiments, 
like DNA extraction, PCR, and gel electrophoresis, to ensure 
that the reaction environment remains within the optimal pH 
range for the reaction to occur. Different buffers may have 
different optimal pH ranges depending on the specific reac-
tion or technique they are used for.

Casting gels: Mixing and boiling agarose powder and TAE 
buffer then pouring it into a tray to solidify. A comb is placed 
in the hot agarose liquid to form wells.

Catabolic Pathway: The opposing series of reactions to an-
abolic pathways. Catabolic pathways break down complex 
macromolecules from food into smaller molecules. Remem-
ber this by thinking “cut” as if the larger molecules are being 
cut into smaller ones.

Cells: Cells are tiny, living units that function like mini-fac-
tories. Bacteria are single-celled organisms (unicellular) mi-
croorganisms. They are different from plant and animal cells 
because they don’t have a distinct, membrane-enclosed nu-
cleus containing genetic material. Instead, their DNA floats in 
a tangle inside the cell. Individual bacteria can only be seen 
with a microscope, but they reproduce so rapidly that they of-
ten form colonies that we can see. Bacteria reproduce when 
one cell splits into two cells through a process called binary 
fission. Fission occurs rapidly, in as little as 20 minutes.

Cloning: cloning is a process used to create copies of DNA 
or cells. It is like making a photocopy of a document, but with 
biological materials instead. In molecular biology, cloning 
typically involves copying a DNA sequence, called a “insert” 
or “DNA fragment,” and placing it into a vector,  like a plasmid.

Competent Cells: Since DNA is a very hydrophilic molecule, 
it won’t normally pass through a bacterial cell’s membrane. 
In order to make bacteria take in the DNA plasmid, the cells 
must first be made “competent” to take up DNA. This is done 
by creating small holes in the bacterial cells by suspending 
them in a solution with a high concentration of calcium (the 
transformation buffer). DNA can then be forced into the cells 
by incubating the cells and the DNA together on ice, plac-
ing them briefly at 42°C (heat shock), and then putting them 
back on ice. This causes the bacteria to take in the DNA and 
is called “Transformation”.
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Complementary sequences: These refer to Watson-Crick 
base pairing between nucleotides of separate DNA strands. 
In DNA, guanine (G) binds to cytosine (C),thymine (T) binds 
to adenine (A).

Denaturing: Denaturing is the opposite process of annealing 
and refers to the separation of a DNA double stranded mole-
cule or the change in shape of a protein to a non-active form.

DNA: DNA can be thought of as a set of instructions that 
tells cells how to function just like a computer program tells 
your computer what to do. More specifically, DNA (Deoxyri-
bonucleic acid) is a long, double-stranded molecule that car-
ries genetic information in living organisms. The molecule is 
composed of four nitrogenous bases: adenine (A), guanine 
(G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T). The sequence of these bas-
es determines the genetic code, which in turn determines the 
characteristics and traits of an organism. It is a fundamental 
molecule in the study of genetics and molecular biology, and 
plays a crucial role in various biological processes, such as 
protein synthesis and gene expression.

DNA plasmid: A plasmid is a small circular piece of DNA 
(about 2,000 to 10,000 base pairs) that contains essential 
genetic information for the growth of bacteria. Bacteria 
share vital information by passing it among themselves in 
the form of genes in plasmids. By inserting a new plasmid in 
our bacteria, we can get them to produce things for us, like 
mini-factories. In this case, we have a plasmid that encodes 
for the creation of colorful pigments.

Gel Electrophoresis: In gel electrophoresis, a mixture of DNA 
fragments is loaded into wells in the agarose gel, and an 
electric current is applied. The DNA fragments move through 
the gel at different speeds, depending on their size, allowing 
them to be separated from one another.

Genome: an organism’s complete set of genetic information, 
including all its genes. It is like a blueprint for the organism’s 
development, growth, and function. Learn more about ge-
nomes in the What is DNA? simulator on amino.bio

Heatshock: is when the cells are moved from ice-cold to 
warm temperature, typically 42°C, to take in DNA plasmids 
more efficiently.

Hybridizing: Hybridizing DNA strands is the process of two 
complementary single stranded DNA molecules annealing to 
each other forming a double strand.

In Vitro: The term for a biological process occurring in pe-
tri dishes and test tubes instead of inside an organism. For 
example, a PCR reaction utilizes the purified enzyme poly-
merase to build DNA strands however this procedure is done 
without using living cells.

Inoculation: is when you introduce bacteria into a medium 
suitable for its growth.

Inoculating Loops: are used to transfer liquids, cells, and DNA 
from one vial to the next instead of traditional lab pipettes, 
making your job easier, and less costly. They come in differ-
ent pre-calibrated sizes, so you do not need to worry about 
minuscule liquid volumes. They are also used to spread bac-
teria on an agar surface without puncturing the soft agar.

Metabolic pathways: A series of linked chemical reactions 
known as anabolic and catabolic pathways.

Micropipette/pipette: A micropipette is a laboratory tool 
used to accurately measure and dispense small volumes of 
liquid. It consists of a pipette body, a plunger, and a dispos-
able tip. With a pipette, you set the desired volume using a 
dial or button on the pipette, and then insert the tip into the 
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liquid. When the plunger is depressed, the liquid is drawn up 
into the tip by suction. The pipette is then moved to the des-
tination, and the plunger is released to dispense the liquid. 
Micropipettes come in different sizes to measure volumes 
ranging from a few microliters (µL) to several milliliters (mL). 

Monoculture: In a petri dish or liquid media, one type of cell 
is grown. The media is made specifically to the needs of the 
intended organism.

Non-Selective: A non-selective plate means that any cells/
bacteria put on this agar will grow as long as they are oxy-
gen-loving organisms (called aerobic bacteria).

Organic compounds: Organic compounds are molecules 
that contain carbon atoms bonded to other atoms such 
as hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur. They are typical-
ly found in living organisms and are often associated with 
biological processes. Organic compounds can have a wide 
range of functions and structures, from simple molecules 
such as methane (CH4) to complex molecules such as pro-
teins and DNA. Some common types of organic compounds 
include carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. Or-
ganic chemistry is the branch of chemistry that studies these 
compounds and their reactions.

PCR: PPCR stands for polymerase chain reaction, which is 
a laboratory technique used to amplify specific regions of 
DNA. During PCR, short pieces of DNA called primers are 
used to target a specific region of DNA, which is then am-
plified through a series of temperature cycles. The cycles 
involve heating and cooling the sample, which allows DNA 
polymerase enzyme to copy the target region of DNA many 
times over. This results in the creation of millions of copies of 
the target DNA sequence, which can be used for a variety of 
applications, such as DNA sequencing, genetic testing, and 
cloning. PCR is a powerful tool in molecular biology research 

because it allows researchers to obtain large amounts of 
DNA from a small initial sample.

PCR machine: A PCR machine, also known as a thermal cy-
cler, is a laboratory instrument that is used to perform the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique. PCR machines 
are designed to rapidly heat and cool samples of DNA, allow-
ing researchers to amplify specific regions of DNA through 
a series of cycles. The machine is programmed to control 
the temperature of the sample in a precise and automated 
manner, which allows for consistent and reproducible re-
sults. The entire PCR process can be completed in a matter 
of hours, making it a rapid and powerful tool for a wide range 
of applications in molecular biology research.

PCR product: a copy of a specific piece of DNA that is made 
using a technique called polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
During PCR, short pieces of DNA called primers are used to 
target and amplify a specific region of DNA, creating millions 
of copies of that region. The resulting PCR product can be 
used for a variety of applications, like DNA sequencing, ge-
netic testing, and cloning.

Petri dish/ plates: A small plastic container used to culture 
(grow) bacteria in a controlled environment.

Polymerase: Polymerase is an enzyme that synthesizes DNA 
or RNA in the 3’ direction by adding nucleotides to the 3’ hy-
droxyl group.

Primers, Forwards and Reverse: To amplify any DNA se-
quence, two primers are necessary. One is called ‘forward 
primer’ and the other one is called ‘reverse primer’. The for-
ward primer synthesizes the upper strand using the bottom 
strand as a template. Whereas Reverse primer uses the up-
per strand as a template and synthesizes the lower strand.
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Recovery period: the period after the heat shock in which the 
cells develop their antibiotics resistance and start dividing.

Selective: A selective plate means it contains antibiotics. 
When you insert a new DNA program into cells to make them 
create pigments, or anything else, you also put a “selective 
marker” (antibiotics resistance) inside the code. This means 
that only the cells that have taken up the new program will be 
able to grow on a plate that has the antibiotics mixed in. You 
only get the cells you transformed! 

TAE (Tris-Acetate-EDTA): TAE is a buffer solution used in gel 
electrophoresis to separate DNA fragments based on their 
size. The buffer is made up of three components: tris, which 
maintains a stable pH; acetate, which provides ions for the 
current to pass through; and EDTA, which binds to metal ions 
and helps prevent DNA degradation. TAE is commonly used 
in agarose gel electrophoresis because it provides good res-
olution and can separate DNA fragments ranging from a few 
hundred base pairs up to several kilobases in size.

Template / Template DNA: Template strand is a strand of 
DNA to which a new complementary DNA strand can be syn-
thesized from using the polymerase enzyme.

Transformation: Transformation is a genetic process by 
which cells take up foreign DNA from their environment and 
incorporate it into their own genome. In molecular biology, 
transformation is commonly used to introduce new genetic 
material into bacterial cells. This is achieved by making the 
cells “competent” or able to take up the foreign DNA, usual-
ly by treating them with a specific chemical or by exposing 
them to high voltage electrical fields. Once the cells are com-
petent, the foreign DNA can be introduced into the cells by a 
variety of methods, such as electroporation or heat shock. 
The transformed cells can then be selected and cultured to 
propagate the newly introduced DNA. Transformation is a 

powerful tool for genetic engineering and is widely used in 
biotechnology, medicine, and agriculture.

Ultra water: Ultra-pure water is water that has been purified 
to an extremely high degree, typically through a process of 
filtration and distillation. This type of water is free from impu-
rities such as dissolved minerals, organic compounds, and 
bacteria, and is commonly used in laboratory applications 
that require a high degree of purity.
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Here’s a short troubleshooting guide for some common problems that can occur during PCR:

No amplification: If you’re not seeing any amplification of your target DNA, there may be a problem with your primers. Check to make 
sure they are designed correctly and annealing to the target sequence properly. You may also need to optimize the PCR conditions, such 
as the annealing temperature or the extension time.

Weak amplification: If you’re seeing weak amplification of your target DNA, you may need to optimize the PCR conditions. Increasing the 
annealing temperature or the extension time may help improve amplification. You may also need to adjust the primer concentrations or 
the amount of template DNA in your reaction.

Non-specific amplification: If you’re seeing amplification of non-target DNA, there may be a problem with your primers or PCR condi-
tions. Check to make sure your primers are specific to your target sequence and not annealing to other regions of DNA. You may also 
need to optimize the annealing temperature or the extension time to reduce non-specific amplification.

Contamination: Contamination can be a common problem in PCR, especially when working with small amounts of DNA. Be sure to 
use sterile techniques when setting up your reaction and avoid cross-contamination between samples. Use separate pipettes, tips, and 
workspaces for each sample, and sterilize your equipment and workspace regularly.

PCR inhibition: PCR inhibition can occur when there are inhibitors present in your sample, such as proteins or salts. To avoid this, purify 
your DNA template before PCR and use clean, high-quality reagents for your reaction. You may also need to adjust the reaction condi-
tions to optimize amplification.

Remember, troubleshooting PCR can be a complex process, and there are many factors that can affect the success of your reaction. 
By carefully optimizing your PCR conditions and troubleshooting any problems that arise, you can obtain high-quality results for your 
research.

If you need help, please contact us :  help@amino.bio

Troubleshooting

mailto:help%40amino.bio?subject=Engineer-it%20kit%20Classroom%20help%21
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All Amino Labs products, from the hardware to DNA, are invented, designed, manufactured in and shipped from our 
laboratory-workshop in Canada. We'd love to hear your feedback and suggestions so that we can continue to make 
our products better and more fitting to your needs. Answers to your questions and help are also just an email away. 
 
Help and General inquiries:  help@amino.bio
Feedback, Suggestions, Comments:  info@amino.bio
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